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Abstract. A convex polyhedron P is
equiprojective (similarly, biprojective) if, for
some fixed k, the orthogonal projection (or
“shadow”) of P in every direction, except
those directions parallel to faces of P , is a
k-gon (similarly, k- or (k + 1)-gon). Since
1968, it is an open problem to construct
all equiprojective polyhedra, while the only
results include a characterization, a recog-
nition algorithm, and some discrete non-
trivial examples of equiprojective polyhe-
dra. In this paper, we show that simpli-
cial polyhedra can not be equiprojective.
Then, we extend the idea of equiprojectiv-
ity to biprojectivity and show that simpli-
cial polyhedra having all faces in parallel
pairs are not biprojective too.

1 Introduction

The problem of constructing new polyhedra based on
certain mathematical properties has been extensively
studied since antiquity in the fields of architecture,
art, ornament, nature, cartography, and philosophy
and literature. (See the book [2] and the web page [3]
for some interesting discussions on the history of dis-
covering new polyhedra.) Regularity of faces, edges
and vertices, and symmetry are some popular crite-
ria for constructing new polyhedra. For example, in
a platonic solid (platonic solids are the most primi-
tive convex polyhedra), each vertex is incident to the
same number of identical regular faces [2, 3].
A convex polyhedron P is k-equiprojective (simi-

larly, (k, k + 1)-biprojective) if its shadow (i.e., the
boundary of orthogonal projection) is a k-gon (sim-
ilarly, k- or (k + 1)-gon) in every direction, ex-
cept directions parallel to faces of P . A cube is 6-
equiprojective, a triangular prism is 5-equiprojective
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(in fact, any n-gonal prism is (n+2)-equiprojective [6,
7]), and a tetrahedron is (3,4)-biprojective. See Fig. 1.
In 1968, in a paper [9] entitled, “Twenty problems

on convex polyhedra,” Shephard defined equiprojec-
tive polyhedra, gave the examples above, and asked
for a method to construct all equiprojective polyhe-
dra. Later, Croft, Falconer, and Guy included this
problem in their book “Unsolved Problems in Geom-
etry” [1].
So far little progress has been made on this prob-

lem. Hasan and Lubiw [6, 7] gave a characteriza-
tion and an O(n log n)-time recognition algorithm
for equiprojective polyhedra. Their characterization
shows that the class of equiprojective polyhedra is
rich. For example, zonohedra, which is an infinite
class of convex polyhedra, are equiprojective [6, 7].
Based on this characterization, Rahman et. al. [8]

and Hasan et. al. [5] (these two papers are com-
bindly available as [4]) discovered some new, discrete
and non-trivial equiprojective polyhedra, which they
achieved by cutting and gluing some existing convex
polyhedra. Hasan et. al. [5, 4] also proved that there
can not be a 3- or 4-equiprojective polyhedra and a
triangular prism is the only 5-equiprojective polyhe-
dron. However, the original problem of constructing
all equiprojective polyhedra still remains open.

Our results In this paper, we address the problem
in another direction, that is, we try to find which
classes of polyhedra are not equiprojective. We show
that simplicial polyhedra can not be equiprojective,
where a simplicial polyhedron is a convex polyhedron
with all faces triangles.
Then, we extend the idea of equiprojectivity to

biprojectivity, which is a natural extension. While the
class of equiprojective polyhedra is rich, it motivates
to find what other classes of polyhedra have their
shadow size fixed to more than one integer. We show
that simplicial polyhedra having all faces in parallel
pairs are also not (k, k + 1)-biprojective, for any k.

2 Preliminaries

Let P be a convex polyhedron. For an edge e in face f
of P , we call (e, f) an edge-side. Two edge-sides (e, f)
and (e′, f ′) are parallel if e is parallel to e′ and f is
parallel or equal to f ′. Since in a convex polyhedron a
face can have at most one parallel face, an edge-side
has at most three parallel edge-sides. The direction
of edge-side (e, f) is the unit vector in the direction
of edge e as encountered in a clockwise traversal of
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Fig. 1. (a) Some equiprojective polyhedra. (b) A tetrahedron is (3,4)-biprojective. (c) Examples of some compensating
edge-face pairs: (e1, f1) is compensated by (e2, f1) and by (e4, f2) but not by (e3, f2).

the outside of face f . Edge-sides (e, f) and (e′, f ′)
compensate each other if they are parallel and their
directions are opposite (i.e. one is the negation of the
other). In particular, this means that either f = f ′

and e and e′ are parallel edges of f , or f and f ′ are
distinct parallel faces and e and e′ are parallel edges
lying at the “same end” of f and f ′, where “same
end” means a plane through e and e′ put f and f ′

in the same half space. Note that an edge-side has
at most two compensating edge-sides, one within the
same face and the other one in the parallel face. For
two parallel faces f and f ′ of P with same number of
edges, if the edges of f is compensated by the edges
of f ′, then f and f ′ are called compensating to each
other. When the edges of a face f are in parallel pairs,
they are compensated within f and in that case f is
called a self-compensating face. See Fig. 1(c).

The characterization of equiprojective polyhedra
given in [7] is based on the idea that whenever the
projection of P changes, some edges in the shadow
boundary may disappear. To keep the shadow bound-
ary size same, exactly same number of edges should
appear. For each disappearing edge e, the only edge
that can appear in the shadow boundary at the same
time is the one that is in the compensating edge-face
pair of e. In particular, the characterization is the
following.

Theorem 1. [7] A polyhedron P is equiprojective iff
the edge-face pairs of P can be partitioned into com-
pensating pairs.

For example, by the above theorem, a tetrahedron
is not equiprojective. The edges of a triangle t of a
tetrahedron do not have compensating pairs, since
neither the edges of t have parallel edges within t nor
t have any parallel face where the edges of t might

have compensating pairs. Similarly, by the above the-
orem, the polyhedron in Fig. 1(c) is equiprojective.
Because, the edges in the top face and front face are
compensated by the edges in the bottom face and
back face respectively, and the remaining two faces
are self-compensating.

3 Simplicial Polyhedra

In this section, we first show that simplicial polyhedra
can not be equiprojective. Then we show that simpli-
cial polyhedra whose faces all have parallel faces are
not biprojective either. Both of our results are based
on the characterization of equiprojective polyhedra
mentioned in Theorem 1.

3.1 Not Equiprojective

Theorem 2. Simplicial polyhedra are not equipro-
jective.

Proof. Let P be a simplicial polyhedron. For con-
tradiction assume that P is equiprojective. Since all
faces of P are triangles, by Theorem 1, each face of
P has a compensating parallel face. We shall prove
that P has a face g′ without any compensating par-
allel face, which by Theorem 1 will contradict that P
is equiprojective.
For a face f of P , let h be the half space of the

supporting plane of f that contains P . We call h the
positive half space of f . Let v be a vertex of P . Let
f1, . . . , fk be the triangles adjacent to v in counter
clockwise order while looking at v from outside of
P . For each face fi, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, let hi be the
positive half space of fi. Intersection of all hi creates
a cone C. The apex of C is v, and P is a subset of
C. Let f ′

1, . . . , f
′
k be the compensating parallel faces

of f1, . . . , fk, respectively. Let C ′ be the “opposite”
cone of C which is created by the intersection of the
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positive half spaces of f ′
1, . . . , f

′
k. P is a subset of C ′,

and so, P is a subset of C ∩ C ′ too. Let v′ be the
apex of C ′. The only faces of P that are coplanar
with the (newly created) faces of C ′ are f ′

1, . . . , f
′
k,

because C ′ was created by their positive half spaces
only. However, for our proof we need to know whether
v′ is a vertex of these faces. We claim that, that can
not happen for at least one of them.

There is at least one face

but such a face can not
be here.
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Fig. 2. No vertex of f ′
a, f

′
b, f

′
c can be v′.

Claim. v′ can not be a vertex of f ′
i , for at least one

1 ≤ i ≤ k.

Proof. For contradiction, assume that for all i, v′ is a
vertex of f ′

i . Then v′ is a vertex of P . For 1 ≤ i ≤ k,
let ei be the edge of fi that is not incident to v, and
let ei be the compensating edge of e′i in f ′

i . The faces
f ′
i , . . . , f

′
k are so arranged around v′ in the faces of C ′

such that v can be a vertex of e′i’s only. See Fig. 2(a).
But that would violate the convexity of P at v′. ut

By the above claim, let ei for some i be the edge
that if not incident upon v′. Let g 6= f ′

i be the face
adjacent to e′i. We can now say that g′ has no parallel
pair. Because, there exist points, let one of them be
x′, in the interior of g′ such that the line segment v′x′

is non empty, within C ′, and outside of P . If g′ has a
parallel pair g, then there must exists similar points
x such that vx is non empty, within C, and outside
of P . But any line segment v intersects P . Therefore,
P is not equiprojective. ut

3.2 Not Biprojective

Since P is not equiprojective, there can be two cases:
(1) all faces of P are in parallel pairs but there is at
least one pair of parallel faces that do not compensate

each other, or (2) all faces P are not in parallel pairs.
We will prove that for case 1, P is not (k, k + 1)-
biprojective. We main results here is the following
theorem.

Theorem 3. Let P be a simplicial polyhedra. If all
faces of P are in parallel pairs, then P is not bipro-
jective.

Before we go to the main proof, we need some more
preliminaries, which mostly come from [7].
Let f and f ′ be two parallel faces of P . Consider

a direction d in the plane of f and f ′ but not in the
plane of any other face. While looking from d, the
edges of f are partitioned into two chains, one is vis-
ible and the other one is invisible from d. We call
these two chains upper chain and lower chain of f ,
respectively, and denote them by Ud(f) and Ld(f) re-
spectively. See Fig. 3. Similarly, let Ud(f

′) and Ld(f
′)

be the upper and lower chains of f ′ from d. Let ε be
a small vector normal to the face f . Consider the di-
rections d+ ε and d− ε. Choose ε small enough such
that the above two directions make f (similarly f ′)
invisible (visible) and visible (invisible), respectively,
and does not change the visibility of any other face.
That means, between d+ε and d−ε, the change in the
shadow boundary is due to f and f ′ only. From d+ε,
the set of edges from f and f ′ that are in the shadow
of P are Ud(f) and Ld(f

′). and we denote this set by
Sd+ε(f, f

′), i.e., Sd+ε(f, f
′) = Ud(f) ∪ Ld(f

′). Simi-
larly, Sd−ε(f, f

′) = Ld(f) ∪ Ud(f
′). Moreover, if two

parallel edges from f and f ′ compensate each other,
then both of them are either in the upper chains or
in the lower chains.
We now prove Theorem 3.

Proof of Theorem 3: Let f and f ′ be two parallel
but non-compensating triangles of P . We will find
two projections of P whose size differ by at least two.
For that, it suffices to show that

||Sd+ε(f, f
′)| − |Sd−ε(f, f

′)|| ≥ 2 (I)

We have three cases: (1) exactly one edge of f is
compensated by an edge of f ′, (2) exactly two edges of
f are compensated by two edges of f ′, and (3) no two
edges of f and f ′ compensate each other. We will give
a proof for Case (2). Proofs for the other two cases
will be conceivable from Fig. 3 once we give proof for
Case (2). In fact, for all three cases, our proof is to
show that it is always possible to find d such that
Ud(f) and Ld(f

′) contain two edges each and Ld(f)
and Ud(f

′) contain one edge each, which by Eq. (I)
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Fig. 3. Proof of Theorem 3.

will complete the proof. See Fig. 3, where Udf) and
Ud(f

′) are marked in bold lines and the broken lines
shows the region from which d can be chosen.
Case (2): Let the edges of f be a, b, c and the

edges of f ′ be a′, b′, c′. Assume that a and b com-
pensate a′ and b′ respectively. Choose d to be in the
plane of f such that c is visible from d and c′ is in-
visible from d, and exactly one other edge of f , say
a, is visible from d. Such a d always exists, since f
is convex and c is not parallel to c′. Since a compen-
sates a′, a′ is also visible from d. Edge b is not visible
from d, and since b compensates b′, b′ is also invisible
from d. So, we have, Ud(f) = {a, c}, Ld(f) = {b},
Ud(f

′) = {a′}, and Ld(f
′) = {b′, c′}. This gives,

Sd+ε(f, f
′) = {a, c, b′, c′}, and Sd−ε(f, f

′) = {b, a′}.
Therefore, we get, ||Sd+ε(f, f

′)| − |Sd−ε(f, f
′)|| =

4− 2 = 2. See Fig. 3. ut

4 Conclusion

The definition of biprojectivity can be made more
general as (k1, k2)-biprojective, where k2 ≥ k1 + 2.
There exists polyhedra that are (k1, k2)-biprojective.
For example, an octahedron is (4,6)-biprojective. We
leave open a characterization of biprojective polyhe-
dra. Also, we believe that there may not exist many
biprojective polyhedra, in particular (k1, k2) bipro-
jective polyhedra. Because, once a convex polyhe-
dron get more and more faces, it becomes difficult to
maintain the projection size fixed within two integers.
Moreover, any face of P that is not self-compensating
and that does not have a parallel face will give two
projections of P with their projection size having dif-
ference only one.
The actual problem of finding all equiprojective

polyhedra still remains open. We also leave open

a characterization and an efficient recognition algo-
rithm of biprojective polyhedra. It would also be in-
teresting to see a non-trivial class of convex polyhedra
that are biprojective.
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